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Abstract: The vast majority of home automation systems depend on a
permanent central controller and this is the source of many serious problems.
The controller may be eliminated by using one or more Intermittent Control
Devices such as a smartphone, but the responsibilities of the controller must be
redistributed. This paper considers the problem of keeping multiple intermittent
controllers up-to-date with status information for devices around the home. Four
protocols are proposed, taking key lessons from existing network protocols, and
then implemented, tested and compared with the expected performance of UPnP.
All four protocols outperform UPnP and further analysis shows that these
protocols can be implemented in a robust and user-friendly manner. A
comparison of the packet efficiency of these protocols demonstrates that the
combination of device registration and packet broadcasting makes for the most
efficient protocol and should form the basis of devices status communications in
home automation systems without a permanent central controller.
Copyright © Research Institute for Intelligent Computer Systems, 2019.
All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION
Home automation and smart homes have long
been considered an imminent and inevitable
application
of
technological
advances
in
microprocessors, sensors and networking. Despite
this such systems are still far from the ubiquitous
technology anticipated. It has been argued this is
largely the result of issues either introduced or
exasperated by the near universal dependence of
Home Automation systems on a Permanent Central
Controller (PCC) [1]. These PCC's are expensive to
purchase and run, creating an obstacle for the
average household. Furthermore, they are often a
wired solution requiring professional installation and
maintenance. Add to this such systems are complex
to re-configure leaving most users unable to make
even minor changes to the system. Complex and
inflexible systems will not succeed in penetrating
homes where users are not technically confident.
Today’s market is growing with individual
standalone automated devices, from light globes to
TVs but each with their own specialized app, this
prevents any form of an integrated system with cooperating devices being achieved. Additionally,
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users are then burdened with navigating many
disparate applications on the one smartphone to
achieve basic control functions. This approach will
not suffice as a means to eliminate the PCC, as it
sacrifices the interoperability of an integrated system
and burdens the users with a cumbersome interface.
To address the issues of expensive, complex,
inflexible and proprietary Home Automation
Systems it is none the less essential that the PCC be
eliminated.
However,
many
tasks
and
responsibilities are associated with the PCC and this
poses a significant challenge for successfully
eliminating the controller, without making the
compromises of standalone devices. The dominant
system topology found today revolves around
remote interfaces (e.g. wall panels, remote controls,
smartphones and Web pages), accessing devices via
the PCC. Our solution has been to promote remote
interfaces, such as smartphones, to the role of
Intermittent Control Devices (ICDs) and to require
compliance to simple protocols by smart devices in
the home, see Fig. 1, thus redistributing the
responsibilities of the PCC and maintaining overall
functionality. To date we have demonstrated that
this approach can successfully and securely join IoT
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devices to a home Wi-Fi network [1] and then
discover those devices [2].

and user-friendly implementation of the protocols.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will
present a consideration of existing work and how it
can benefit the problem considered by this paper.
Section 3 will present the design of the proposed
protocols for developing a solution, while section 4
will present the methodology used to assess the
proposed solutions followed by a discussion of these
results in section 5. Section 7 will provide further
analysis of the protocols robustness and usability.
Finally, section VI considers where further work
could focus. This work extends previously published
work [3].

2. RELATED WORK
Figure 1 – Redistribution of responsibilities of a
Permanent Central Controller

The next challenge is the cluster of tasks and
responsibilities servicing the display and control of
devices. The aim of these tasks is to allow ICD’s to
generate a UI prescribed by the IoT device as well as
control and monitor its status. This paper addresses
the issue of multiple ICD’s in one system and the
challenge of keeping all their status displays
appropriately up-to-date, monitoring in Fig. 1.
Traditionally with the use of a PCC, users’
devices would go to the controller directly for the
status of any given device. The PCC was the source
of ‘truth’ for all devices on the system and would
have the most up-to-date data on a devices status.
The controller would also manage the update
intervals for each device and its various status
values. The question is now, how will an ICD
ensure it has status data that is sufficiently up-todate for each specific device and its application?
And as an additional complication how will multiple
ICDs maintain up-to-date status’ not only of the
device's private values but also those which may be
adjusted by another ICD.
Any solution to this problem must minimize
network traffic as the home environment may
quickly become very busy as more and more IoT
devices are added to the home automation system.
One network could easily consist of 150 or more
devices and so a successful solution will minimize
packets even as it maintains a timely update
schedule for multiple ICDs.
In this paper four novel protocols are proposed to
allow multiple ICDs to maintain up-to-date status
information from IoT Devices. These protocols are
assessed and compared, against one another and
UPnP, for packet efficiency and provide a viable
solution with minimal traffic and therefore little
disruption to the home network. Further analysis
considers the measures to be taken to ensure a robust

Home automation has long been the realm of
proprietary protocols, but more recently open
standards have been gaining significant momentum.
The two major players to consider are MQTT [4],
first standardized in 2014, and CoAP with a draft
RFC published in 2014 [5].
The Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) protocol is a lightweight protocol for
machine-to-machine (M2M) communications in the
Internet of things. It has been implemented in a
variety of systems targeting home automation.
Largely due to its limited computational demands
several applications have shown that it can be
implemented on low cost hardware such as
Raspberry Pi’s [6, 7], Arduino boards [6, 8] and
ESP8266 based boards [8–10]. While all these
systems depend on the ubiquitous home Wireless
network some research has considered the use of
other physical layer protocols such as LoRa to carry
the MQTT communications [11]. While LoRa has
many promising applications the added complexity
and cost of another physical protocol’s demand for
additional hardware in the home will prove a great
obstacle for many and its long-range advantage has
limited application in the home.
While the MQTT base Home Automation
systems propose low cost hardware they are not part
of a wider protocol that considers device joining and
discovery and they are bound to a Central
Controller. Jutadhamakorn et al. [7] demonstrated
that this approach can be made to scale reasonably
well but this is only achieved by further embracing
the complexities of a Central Controller to the
neglect of a simple user experience. This
dependency is not simply a design choice as MQTT
is fundamentally based on a central controller in the
form of what it calls Brokers.
Brokers are the middle-man in MQTT’s three
component paradigm of Publisher, Broker and
Subscriber [4, 12]. The Broker is a subscriber’s
source for information supplied to the Broker by a
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Publisher. Publishers send the Broker data
associated to topics which subscribers can register
their interest for or subscribe to. While this is a good
approach for reducing network traffic and still
keeping interested parties up-to-date, it is entirely
and fundamentally dependent on a central controller.
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is
a more recent protocol that targets low power
devices with limited computational capacity.
Though less work has considered the application of
CoAP to Home Automation Systems, its
fundamental lightweight philosophy is helpful.
CoAP has been used as a communication layer to
achieve interoperability between different, often
legacy protocols [13, 14]. Other systems have
focused on the security of devices or using CoAP for
energy management [15–17] within the home. While
all these systems utilize Wi-Fi and sometime
Ethernet, Son et al have demonstrated CoAP over
other ‘non-IP’ protocols such as Zigbee, UART and
RS232 [18].
Once again, all these systems are fundamentally
reliant on a central controller. While CoAP may be
able to operate under limited circumstances without
a central controller, it is designed to perform in a
wide system with much more infrastructure than the
average home, thus some of its more efficient
features are lost, such as the use of intermediaries
sharing cached data with multiple interested clients
[19].
Like MQTT, CoAP also has a subscription model
where clients can register interest in a particular
status or ‘resource’. This process is known as
‘observing’ under CoAP and helps reduce packets
by registering a client’s interest and keeping them
up-to-date without prompting [19].
Some comparison has been made of MQTT and
CoAP in home settings, finding CoAP to be more
packet efficient but less power efficient than MQTT
[20]. However, the main concern for this paper will
remain packet efficiency and a ‘Permanent Central
Controller’-free paradigm.
UPnP is a much older standard [21], standardized
in 2008 and offers a paradigm not fully reliant on
PCC. UPnP uses “Eventing” to publish status
updates to subscribers when a status variable
changes. These Event notifications can be sent as
either uni- or broad-casts. This approach is not
suitable for variables that may change frequently as
this would generate greater network traffic. UPnP
also leaves subscribers to make their own
assumptions as to whether no updates means the
publisher is now offline or just unchanged.
Therefore, UPnP Eventing isn’t well suited to the
home environment, so under UPnP variables would
have to be polled manually using request commands.
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3. PROTOCOL DESIGN
To provide a robust and sensible solution to
maintain the status data of devices across ICD’s the
problem is first simplified by limiting the operation
of the protocol to the time when ICD’s are observing
a particular devices status, that is active. This limits
the challenge to a protocol that can manage the
device updates and set their frequency. To this end
four potential solutions are proposed, and their
behavior investigated. The main discriminating
factor between these protocols will be the number of
packets generated by the protocol as the home
wireless environment can already be a busy one and
should not be loaded unnecessarily. All solutions
will use simple UDP packets for communication.
These protocols aim to take advantage of key insight
from MQTT and CoAP, namely registration of
interest and the efficiency of intermediaries. These
will be compared with the theoretical performance
of UPnP using a simple polling command issued at
the ICD’s desired update interval, these are
calculated since the protocol is so simple.
The first protocol (Fig. 2) is the simplest and is
meant to operate as a benchmark as it minimizes
packet transmissions while sacrificing flexibility. In
this protocol the IoT devices to be observed will
continually broadcast their status to the network at a
fix interval and interested ICD’s can listen in and
record the devices status'. However, since the IoT
device will continue to broadcast its status even if no
devices are interested it is not a practical solution but
is meant only as a comparative bench mark.

Figure 2 – Sequence diagram for Protocol 1

The second protocol (Fig. 3) makes ICD’s a
more active part of the solution, allowing the IoT
devices to only transmit when an ICD is interested.
ICD’s, therefore, must first register their individual
interest with the IoT device along with the interval
with which they should be updated, much like the
subscription or observing of MQTT and CoAP.
Additionally, this registration would constitute an
ongoing interest until the ICD announces it is no
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longer interested. IoT devices will then transmit
directly to ICD’s at their appointed intervals until
the ICD announces it is no longer interested.

the update and resets its interval timer and increases
the interval slightly by a fixed back-off interval to
allow time for another device to request its next
update before the timer expires and it requests its
own update.

Figure 3 – Sequence diagram for Protocol 2

The third protocol (Fig. 4) reduces the load
placed on the IoT device by the previous protocol by
having ICD’s make a more general registration of
interest, simply notifying the IoT device that
“someone” is interested and how often they require
updating. The IoT device then only keeps track of
how many ICD’s are interested and the shortest
update interval, and then broadcasts at that interval
until the number of interested ICDs reaches zero.
While again adopting a registration model from
MQTT and CoAP, this protocol also builds
somewhat off the idea of intermediary caches in
CoAP. This approach reduces the number of replies
sent by an IoT device, but instead of using
intermediaries it sends a broadcast packet to all
ICD’s who can keep the data if interested.

Figure 4 – Sequence diagram for Protocol 3.

The fourth protocol (Fig. 5) minimizes the
computational demand on the IoT device by
requiring it only to listen and reply to update
requests rather than also keeping track of interested
devices. ICD’s still make individual requests for
updates at regular intervals and the IoT device
broadcast its response. However, when an ICD
receives an update, that it did not request, it accepts

Figure 5 – Sequence diagram for Protocol 4

While this method retains the efficiency of
broadcast
packets,
prompted
by
CoAP’s
intermediaries, it is isolated from the registration
process which is not integrated in this approach.

4. METHODOLOGY
Four candidate protocols have been proposed for
updating ICD’s of an IoT device’s status. In order to
assess their performance each protocol was
implemented in C++ scripts for both IoT devices and
ICD’s. The test-bed architecture developed was very
effective and may well be of use to other protocol
analysis.
Assessing a network protocol can be achieved in
several ways: analytical modeling, simulation,
emulation and implementation. Analytical modeling
can provide key insights into performance, such as
in [22] and [23] where it was used to assess novel
approaches to network protocols like CSMA/CA and
to assess the reliability of systems utilizing serviceoriented architectures. However, the protocols
considered in this paper can involve 5 or more
complex finite state machines which would create
excess complexity in an analytical model and such a
model may still miss important real world
phenomena. Neither simulation nor analysis can
easily offer the same insight into the behavior of a
protocol as when implemented on a real TCP/IP
stack. Emulation matches all the real-world rules of
implementation but may use different hardware and
software to decrease development effort. For this
reason the protocols were emulated using Virtual
machine (VM) instances of Tiny Core Linux 9.0
[24] running the C++ scripts for each protocol [25].
These scripts included diagnostic code to record
packet arrival times as well as the total number of
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packets sent.
Six VM’s where used in assessing each protocol,
one to represent an IoT device, four representing
ICD’s and one used to co-ordinate all experiments.
These VM’s where managed and networked using
GNS3 v2.1.8 [26] which imported the Tiny Core
VM’s from Virtual Box v5.2.12 and provided the
Ethernet switch for connectivity. Initial testing is
using a wired network free from the confounding
effects of wireless networks, but future work will
need to consider these effects. Each of the VM’s
where given a static IP addresses and ran an FTP
server to simplify file transfers to the virtual network
and ran compiletc v0.1 to compile the C++ scripts.
Each of the four protocols were run for 300
seconds with only 1 ICD active (that is observing)
and then for 2 ICDs and so one until the final test
with all 4 ICDs active. This suite of tests was
repeated 3 times, each with a different combination
of update intervals set in the ICD’s. The default
interval was set at 5 seconds active in the first round
of tests all ICD’s were set to request the default
interval. The second round set the first ICD update
to 10 seconds and in the third round it was set to 1
second.
Prot. 2-4 have a set-up time and they are not
operating normally for the first few seconds of the
test. All tests were run for 300 seconds to minimize
the impact of the setup times.
Rather than manually configuring the network for
each experiment, which would require setting &
configuring the number of active devices and their
individual update intervals, the co-ordinator machine
was used to automate all the experiments for each
protocol. After each experiment the co-ordinator
extracted the number of packets transmitted by each
device and recorded the total. This meant that all the
experiments could be completed by running 4 batch
experiments, one for each protocol. This experiment
test-bed was very successful. It proved to be very
effective and flexible, it is highly adaptable and
could easily be applied to many other investigations
of protocol performance.

Figure 6 – No. of packet sent in 5mins with 1-4 ICDs
active all with an update interval of 5 sec.

Prot. 4 reduces the demands placed on the IoT
device but it’s behavior is roughly twice as busy as
Prot. 1 or 3. Finally Prot. 2 is problematic as it is
extremely sensitive to the number of active ICD’s.
In the second suit of tests the first ICD to be
activated was set to require a longer update interval
of 10 sec, while all other ICDs remained at 5 sec.
The results can be seen in Fig. 7, the impractical
Prot. 1 has the highest number of packets transmitted
for 1 active ICD. This highlights the weakness of the
protocol in it inflexibility, since all the other
protocols take into consideration the desired update
interval of the ICD even Prot. 4 outperforms the
impractical Prot. 1 in this test. After that, however,
the addition of the 2nd, 3rd & 4th ICD, all with the
same update intervals as the IoT device sees Prot. 1
perform best, but closely followed by the more
practical Prot. 3 (as noted in the previous suite of
tests).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first suite of tests had all devices expecting
updates every 5 seconds. The results of the 300
second tests are shown in Fig. 6. An initial
assessment of the results would favor the impractical
Prot. 1 as the best performer but the close
performance of Prot. 3 should not be overlooked.
The fact that Prot. 1 will maintain its transmission
rate even when zero ICD’s are active, sees the
performance of Prot. 3 as clearly superior given its
marginal increase in packet of Prot. 1.
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Figure 7 – No. of packet sent in 5mins with 1-4 ICDs
active, with an update interval of 10 sec for the first
ICD and 5 sec for all others

Prot. 2 follows the same linear behavior as seen
in Fig. 6 unaffected by the change in refresh rates
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except for the total number of transmissions. Prot. 3
& 4 however, present as more affect by the longer
update interval demonstrating that they are more
sensitive to the update interval than the number of
active ICDs.
Fig. 8 shows the packet rates over the 300 second
tests this time with the first ICD configured for the
shorter update interval of 1 sec. Here again the
impractical Prot. 1 shows misleadingly good results
due to its inflexible approach to update intervals.

consistent behavior with more contention events and
higher packet counts.
These results compare well with the predicted
performance of UPnP using polling commands. All
four protocols out-perform UPnP despite UPnP
responding better than Prot. 1 to changes in update
intervals. While UPnP closely matches Prot. 4 for
only a few ICD’s it does not scale nearly as well.
Overall Prot. 3 comes out as the most packet
efficient protocol, thanks to the combination of
registered interest and broadcast updates. It strikes a
balance between the inflexible Prot. 1 and the simple
computation (for the IoT) yet talkative Prot. 4. Prot.
3 is much simpler than Prot. 2 and yet yields a much
more efficient use of packets.
However, in less constrained environments,
where back losses can be handled more easily or are
less likely, the reduced computational load on the
IoT device may make Prot. 4 more attractive or even
Prot. 1 if the conditions are right.

6. FURTHER ANALYSIS

Figure 8 – No. of packet sent in 5mins with 1-4 ICDs
active, with an update interval of 1 sec for the first
ICD and 5 sec for all others

While the protocols have been shown to be
variously packet efficient the robustness and
usability of the protocols deserves further
consideration.

6.1 ROBUSTNESS
As previously, Prot. 3 & 4 are both shown to
cope well with higher numbers of ICD’s especially
when they have longer update intervals, due in large
part to use of broadcast packets.
The higher packet rate from Prot. 4 highlights the
price paid for a reduced load on the IoT device, a
price that sees it outperformed by the previously
much weaker Prot. 2, which benefits from the
registration process even if it is required to address
each ICD individually. Prot. 4 has a much more
stable packet count, consistently 598 packets. This is
due to the significantly shorter update interval of the
first ICD, making it the clear ‘leader’ when initiating
broadcast updates from the IoT device. When there
are multiple ICD’s with update intervals at or near
the shortest, as in Fig. 6 & 7, a significant number of
extra packet can be generated in the contention
phase as ICDs sort out which devices will be the
leader requesting updates and which will just listen
to the broadcast responses. This contention process
may also be re-ignited if the leader's requests ever
lags behind ICDs that join after the leader. For this
reason, the back-off interval is used to increase the
update interval of devices when they recognize they
are not in the lead.
The results shown here have minimal contention
due to the use of a 1.5 second back-off interval. A
lower interval of 1 second resulted in far less

In order to analyze the robustness of the
protocols potential problematic cases are considered
that may arise in the regular use of these protocols.
The second and third protocols require ICDs to
register their interest and then announce when they
are no longer interested in the IoT devices status.
However, if devices fail to announce this or the
announcement is somehow missed by the IoT device
then the packet efficiency of the protocol would be
adversely affected. For example, an ICD may simply
and easily go out of range (leave the house) of the
wireless network and not be able to announce its lost
interest in the IoT device. A lease mechanism
should be added to these protocols as a catch all to
prevent Prot. 2 and 3 acting more like Prot. 1 and
constantly broadcasting their status to a network of
uninterested devices. The ICD's themselves should
be able to request this lease period as various
applications may have different demands, and these
protocols may be useful for IoT to IoT device
communications such as thermostat to Heater or
light sensor to curtain-controllers. It may still be
possible for packets to be broadcast without an
interested device present if leases are too long and
ICDs fail to communicate their changed interest. To
avoid this problem IoT devices should limit the
acceptable lease times and either refuse request that
are too long or simply apply the set maximum
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allowed lease.
Another robustness concern is the ability of ICDs
to request an update interval from the IoT devices.
Very short updates periods could produce significant
traffic possibly to the level of a Denial of Service
attack. Once again, the maximum update frequency
should be limited by the IoT devices. A high update
frequency from an ICD would be reduced to this
limit. With IoT devices limiting lease periods and
update intervals it may be necessary in certain cases
for the ICD to know what period and interval has
been granted. The update request could have a field
indicating if this service is required.
The robustness considerations have added to the
registration packet which now becomes1. A particular ICD is interested in updates,
2. the requested lease period,
3. the requested update interval, and
4. whether a reply is required.

6.2 UI CONSIDERATIONS
The primary use for these protocols is for ICD's
to provide up-to-date status information from IoT
devices to users. While most TCP/IP base protocols
are highly responsive with minimal delays it is
valuable to consider the timing performance of the
protocol to ensure the behavior of the protocols will
not impact on the users’ experience. Galitz has
offered many worthy considerations on how UIs can
be designed and implemented to maximize users'
experiences [27]. The main contribution of interest
here is that users prefer consistency in delay times
over shorter delays. Galitz offers the general rule
that the deviation of delays should not exceed half
the mean:

<

,

(1)

Delays in updating UI elements that do not obey this
rule can be the source of concern or anxiety in users
or can cause users to neglect the element altogether.
The protocol used to update ICDs should allow the
ICD to maintain refresh rates that meet Galitz's rule.
To assess the ability of Prot. 2-4 to support this rule
the delay of each update packet was recorded against
its expected arrival time. Some of the protocols, like
2 and 4, allow for early packets to arrive so these
packets would have a negative delay but were
truncated and recoded a zero since early data can be
buffered.
Packet delays were recoded with four interested
ICD's all being updated at 5 second intervals,
essentially the last data points of Fig. 6. The
distribution of packet delays for the ICD with the
highest ratio of standard deviation to mean for each
protocol are shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9 – Distribution of packet delays for the device
with the largest ratio of STD to mean

Comparisons between the different protocols is
of limited value since the sample sizes are very
different due to the different packet rates of each
protocol. However, they are all reasonably close
ranging from ~3000 to 0 µs, with negative delays
truncated to 0s. The data in Fig. 9 records how much
the packets where delayed but not the amount of
time between packets. To get the time between
packets 5 seconds must be added to the delay of
each packet. This data is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. The standard deviation and mean of time
between update packet in (µs)
STD(µs)
Mean(µs)
Protocol 2 189.08
5000253.07
Protocol 3 420.14
5000279.08
Protocol 4 229.50
5000997.98

All three protocols had a standard deviation
significantly lower than the mean. This means that
all protocols considered would allow and ICD to
maintain compliance with Galitz's rule. Early status
updates can compromise this compliance but can
easily be handled using a single stage queue to
buffer date allowing the UI to update at its own
defined interval. Thus, the user shouldn’t not be
annoyed by variable display update rates causing
them to ignore the UI element representing the status
data.

7. FURTHER WORK
This work has tested several protocols for
application in wireless home networks but has not
considered the all relevant effects of wireless
networks, notably high packet loss rates, these
should be considered in future work. While the
robustness considerations presented will not impact
the basic performance of these protocols, they
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should be implemented and thoroughly tested.
Furthermore, these protocols, though targeted at UI
updates should also be well suited to M2M
communications between IoT device and this will be
further considered.
The proposed protocols have been tested and
assessed for application in a wireless home network
however they may equally be considered for other
networks (e.g. mesh or LoRa) and other applications
and environments like enterprise, industrial or
medical. While Protocol 3 is clearly best for wireless
home environments other unique conditions may
benefit other protocols and future work could
consider these alternatives.
Security is an issue of significant concern for IoT
networks, this work has maintained a solution that is
as secure as the domestic Wi-Fi network used,
however further investigation is warranted and
would make for a valuable contribution in future
work. Such work might apply a Red-Team style
analysis where others are tasked with attempting to
identify and exploit potential security vulnerabilities.
The work in this paper will inform the
development of the other protocols required to
support the elimination of the Permanent Central
Controller from home automation systems. The next
task to be considered is device display and control.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

8. CONCLUSION
Home automation continues to be needlessly
limited by the paradigmatic devotion to a Permanent
Central Controller (PCC). Removing the PCC
requires that it's functionality be distributed between
IoT devices and Intermittent Controller Devices
(ICDs) such as smartphones. This paper has
considered one of those problems, how multiple
ICD’s can monitor devices in a packet efficient
manner without a PCC. Four protocols were
developed based on the ideas behind MQTT and
CoAP. Assessment of the four proposed update
protocols has shown all four to be preferable to
UPnP and protocol 3 to be superior and worthy of
full implementation. Further analysis has
demonstrated how key additions can ensure the
robustness and usability of any implementation of
these protocols. It has therefore been demonstrated
that without a PCC, multiple ICD’s can maintain an
up-to-date status of IoT devices without posing a
significant load to the network or frustrating users.
This work lays the foundation for further
development of IoT device Display and Control on
ICD’s which is the last set of protocols necessary to
eliminate the PCC.
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